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Over the last 35 years ESA supported major evolutions in antenna measurement techniques to
answer needs for all the development phases from initial breadboading, material RF
characterisation, to accurate antenna characterisation and satellite testing. Recently, the evolution
from single beam to multiple beam telecom antennas and the multi frequency/wide band operation
call for new approaches to reduce the testing time significantly.
In other applications, missions at the lower range of the frequency spectrum involve the testing of
very large antennas, exceeding the quiet zone dimensions of most space antenna testing
facilities. A complicating factor is the complex 0g devices for large reflector and array antennas,
immobilizing the spacecraft during testing. This has resulted in a push, at several places, for the
transition from far field (CATR) testing to near field testing, although for the latter, several system
parameter tests or end-to-end tests are not fully matured and standardized.
Besides these new challenges, there are the everlasting quests for higher accuracy and higher
(sub-mm wave) frequencies. But there are also new developments, offering perspectives to
conquer these challenges, like the strengthened interactions between the modelling and the
testing domains as one of the ways forward.
This paper will perform a review of key challenges for space antenna testing and highlight new
techniques, recently implemented or under developments for some of them.
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